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Color Image Processing: Methods and ApplicationsCRC Press, 2006
Over the last two decades, we have witnessed an explosive growth in both the diversity of techniques and the range of applications of image processing. However, the area of color image processing is still sporadically covered, despite having become commonplace, with consumers choosing the convenience of color imaging over traditional grayscale...
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Biomedical Image Analysis: Tracking (Synthesis Lectures on Image, Video, & Multimedia Processing)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2006
In biological and medical imaging applications, tracking objects in motion is a critical task. This book describes the state-of-the-art in biomedical tracking techniques. We begin by detailing methods for tracking using active contours, which have been highly successful in biomedical applications. The book next covers the major probabilistic...
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Digital Signal TransmissionCambridge University Press, 1992

	This book provides an up-to-date and thorough grounding in the concepts of modern digital transmission. It is written in a pedagogic style, aimed at enabling readers to understand the fundamental concepts and processes. System descriptions are included, however the text also explains the basic techniques of transmission, and includes the...
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Environment Learning for Indoor Mobile Robots: A Stochastic State Estimation Approach to Simultaneous Localization and Map BuildingSpringer, 2006
This monograph covers theoretical aspects of simultaneous localization and map building for mobile robots, such as estimation stability, nonlinear models for the propagation of uncertainties, temporal landmark compatibility, as well as issues pertaining the coupling of control and SLAM. One of the most relevant topics covered in this monograph is...
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Learning Reactive Programming With Java 8Packt Publishing, 2015

	Learn how to use RxJava and its reactive Observables to build fast, concurrent, and powerful applications through detailed examples


	About This Book

	
		Learn about Java 8's lambdas and what reactive programming is all about, and how these aspects are utilized by RxJava
	
		Build fast and...
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David Busch's Digital Infrared Pro SecretsCourse Technology PTR, 2007
Infrared photography can provide unique and flattering portraits, eye-catching close-ups of flowers, travel photographs unlike any you've ever seen before, and, if you know a few tricks, a new perspective on sports photography. You may have seen infrared photos without even being aware that they are infrared images! This full-color, hands-on book...
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The qmail HandbookApress, 2001
	Provides thorough instruction for installing, configuring, and optimizing  qmail  
	Includes coverage of secure networking, troubleshooting issues, and mailing  list administration  
	Covers what system administrators want to know by concentrating on qmail  issues relevant to daily operation  

...
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Digital Signal Processing: A Computer-Based Approach, 2e with DSP Laboratory using MATLABMcGraw-Hill, 2001

	"Digital Signal Processing: A Computer-Based Approach" is intended for a two-semester course on digital signal processing for seniors or first-year graduate students. Based on user feedback, a number of new topics have been added to the second edition, while some excess topics from the first edition have been removed. The author has...
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New Trends in Optimal Filtering and Control for Polynomial and Time-Delay Systems (Lecture Notes in Control and Information Sciences)Springer, 2008
Although the general optimal solution of the filtering problem for nonlinear state and observation equations confused with white Gaussian noises is given by the Kushner equation for the conditional density of an unobserved state with respect to observations (see [48] or [41], Theorem 6.5, formula (6.79) or [70], Subsection 5.10.5, formula...
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Photoshop CS4 All-in-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2008
Your one-stop Photoshop reference, filled with the latest tips and techniques
    There’s a reason why Photoshop is the industry standard for image-editing software. But it’s also that big, Photoshop has so many facets and features that a handy one-stop guide is exactly what you need. And you’ll love the...
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Despeckle Filtering Algorithims and Software for Ultrasound ImagingMorgan and Claypool Publishers, 2008

	It is well-known that speckle is a multiplicative noise that degrades image quality and the visual evaluation in ultrasound imaging. This necessitates the need for robust despeckling techniques for both routine clinical practice and teleconsultation. The goal for this book is to introduce the theoretical background (equations), the...
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Red Hat Linux Security and OptimizationRed Hat, 2001
Your Official Red Hat® Linux® Guide to Security and Optimization Reviewed and approved by the experts at Red Hat, this comprehensive guide delivers the know-how you need to improve the performance of your Red Hat Linux system—and protect it from attacks and break-ins. Red Hat Linux expert Mohammed Kabir starts by...
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